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The publication presents the proceedings of the colloquium “Das Altägyptische Wörterbuch und die 
Lexikographie der Ägyptisch-Koptischen Sprache,” which was organized on 29-30 November 2012 in 
Leipzig and marked the official end of the Altägyptisches Wörterbuch project of the Sächsische Akademie 
der Wissenschaften. The book contains the following contributions: 
Ingelore Hafemann (7-28) goes into details of polysemy and polyequivalence. The historical 
development  of polysemy is traced back to such factors as metaphors, metonymy, archaisms, and 
technical terminology of the language (7; for polysemy, cf. Köhler 2016: 43–45). The polyequivalence 
is explained by the tendency of a certain word in one language to have several translation 
possibilities in another (8). The lack of the meaning “front side of a house“ of ḥꜣ.t is considered as 
highly interesting (10), which seems to be somewhat arbitrary. The same use in English land, French 
terre and Egyptian tꜣ is adduced (11) – which might be somewhat overvalued. The selection of 
examples for  pr.w (15-26) is not impressive in originality. 
Jochem Kahl (29-55) takes position for what concerns the age of coffin text-artefacts from Assiut. 
The overall regional pecularities in Assiut are recalled, which are demonstrated inter alia by the  
statue type of a man sitting on a low throne (33). The achievments in the  chronology of the  rulers of 
the nome of Assiut and their tombs, made possible thanks to newer  research, are exemplified in table 
form (34-35). The 1359 hieroglyphs executed in fine relief from tomb V/III/IV of the First Inter-
mediate Period and tomb I of the time of Senuseret I are compared palaeographically, with the two 
oldest tombs V and III which show the largest similarity – 98.8% (38). The integration of the coffins of 
Mesehti (S1C=CG 28118; S2C=CG 28119) in the investigation is said to result in a stronger similarity 
near tomb I, but the argumentation does not seem to be wholly free of contradictions (38). The 
palaeographic comparison  of the coffin of Nachti (S2P= Paris, Louvre 11936) may hint at its setting in 
the First Intermediate Period (39).  
Matthias Müller (56-81) develops case studies for grammaticalisation phenomena in Egyptian-
Coptic. The genesis of a (position)-free negation word iwnꜣ in Late-Egyptian is described, for which an 
origin in a sentence enlargement element is held possible (58). The partial loss of an initial negation 
word in Coptic is alluded to (58). The seeping in of the negation an to hitherto closed environments 
of other negation patterns in Nitric Bohairic and late-Bohairic sources of the Old Testament is 
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clarified (59). The formation of the perfect scheme of  verbs of more than three radicals on the basis 
of the auxilliary verb iri “to do” (and its derivates) is recapitulated in Late Egyptian, Demotic, and 
Coptic (61). Evidence for the change of the demonstrative pronoun pw to a subject element/copula is 
marshalled (61-65). The replacement of non-congruent subject elements through the congruence-
marking morphems pꜣi/tꜣi/nꜣi in Late Egyptian  and Demotic is observed (63). The rareness of the use 
of the Coptic verb xwn “to draw near” as auxilliary verb + preposition e + infinitive with the meaning 
of “almost” is stressed (69). The nearly exclusive limitation of the construction (e)r-pa¥e “to 
halve” followed directly or indirectly by connected infinitives with the special meaning “to be half 
dead“ is mentioned (70). The use of future-like verbal forms like Future I and III as well as the infix -
jpi- or xaps + e + infinitive for “to have to“ in Coptic is introduced (73-75).  
Tanja Pommerening searches for the possibiliy to identify Old Egyptian drug names. The insight 
that drug names can stand either isolated or in combination with adjective and genitival attributes 
respectively (85) makes a rather trivial impression. The so-called lack of code names of Old Egyptian 
drug names (87) should have been improved by further arguments.  The statement that irṯ.t “milk” is 
to be found alone or together with certain other expressions (86-87) comes dangerously close to a 
quisquilia. The linkage of the slaugtered animals to the area of materia medica (95) can hardly be said 
to inspire much confidence. The classification of the determinatives of drug names does not go 
beyond mere generalities (94). The doubts about the usefulness of Coptic for the semantic 
determining of Egyptian words (97-98) cannot be shared unrestrictedly, the analysis of the mꜣt.t-plant 
as celeriac being – by the way –  bedeviled by a contradiction at p. 99. On p. 84, for the drug ꜥḏrn cf. 
Helck (1971: 510) and Westendorf (1999: 497) and for rdnw “ladanum“ cf. Vycichl (1957: 72), Vittmann 
(1991: 241) and Vittmann (1996: 440). 
Joachim Friedrich Quack puts special emphasis on the potential weakness of the traditional 
categorisation of the Egyptian language history. The advantages and disadvantages of the previous 
lexica are balanced critically to one another (113-119). The occasionally claimed culture break 
between the Demotic and older phases of the language is strenuously denied (118-119).  The meaning 
of “ꜥḏ“ is zeroed in on “shore, place at the river“ with good arguments (122-128). On p. 120, for blḏꜥ 
“pottery sherd“ in Hieratic cf. now Guermeur (2015: 31); for the verb grm “to seize“ cf. Osing (1976: 
(821), who favours the meaning “to capture, to rapture;” for the verb ḏrp “to stumble” cf. Černý (1976:  
319) and Jasnow  (1992: 123); and for the verb ꜥnꜥn “to repel” cf. Hornung (1982: 67, fn. 167). 
Tonio Sebastian Richter offers an overview of Arabic words in Coptic texts. The material 
assembled sofar consists of ca. 500 examples, one half stemming from two handfuls of scientific texts 
and recipe collections of the 10.-11. c. AD and the other from 100 documentary texts of the 8.-11. c. AD 
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(138). The Arabic words in Coptic texts prove helpful for a better understanding of Arabic 
lexicography (139). The relatively firm conventuality of Coptic writings of Arabic words in the 9.-10. 
centuries is discussed (110) and the interpretation of the double vocal as standing for a long vocal in 
Coptic of the 10. century is advocated (144). The overwhelming majority of Arabic words in Coptic is 
built by substantives (144). The exclusive use of Arabic colour adjectives  and place-nisbas in terms for 
mineral ingredients is stated (146). The Arabic conjunction wa- “and” reappears in Coptic writing as w 
or oua (147-148). 
Wolfgang Schenkel plunges into questions of Old Egyptian colour conceptions. The basic colour 
spectrum is subdivided in the components km “black,” ḥḏ “white,” dšr “red” and wꜣḏ “green” (164). 
The difference between “black” and “white” is related to the light/dark contrast (165). The 
connection between dšr “red” and dšr.t “desert” is examplified (166). The name wꜣḏ-wr for the Red Sea 
is interpreted as “darkgreen one”/“dark-blue one,” the addition wr being seen as attributive 
participle with the meaning “very” (166-167). The words “red” and “green” are analyzed as typical 
expressions for warm and cold colours (168). The deduction of certain colour terms from minerals is 
examined (170). The issue of the possible differentiation in the plurality of colour words especially in 
the red-/yellow sector is pursued (170-171). The colour terms km “black” “ḥḏ “white,” dšr “red” and 
wꜣḏ “green” are explained morphologically as verbs, all other ones being understood as adjectives 
(179-180). The Hamito-Semitic (Afroasiatic) cognates of the basic colours terms are listed (180-181). 
Simon D. Schweitzer introduces the concept of “lexical gravity” in Egyptology. The following 
main characteristics of lexical gravity are highlighted: a) specific influence of every word on its 
environment, b) different gravity diagrams of different words, c) upper limit of the influence, d) 
specific span of influence depending on the specific word, e) seperation of lexical gravity in a 
semantic  and grammatical form (190). The asymmetry of the gravitation changes depending on the 
word class, being in the case of substantives/verbs right-orientated and in the case of 
adjectives/suffixes left-orientated (196). The scientific value of the method has yet to be shown in the 
future.  However, already at the present stage, the integration of prepositions like  m-bꜣḥ “before,” m-
ẖnw “inside” and ḫr “on, by” in the investigation has to be seriously questioned. The frequency of 
suffixes after prepositions could have been inferred easily without large calculations. 
 
The book has to be viewed with some ambivalence. One part of the contributions reveals a good 
quality, while the expectations in other parts are not completely fulfilled. In too many cases marginal 
facts are exaggerated without justification. The philological yield is rather meager if measured 
according to the usual standards. The observations in particular about lexical questions – one of the 
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main focus areas of the volume – often turn out to be less substantial. This negative view applies 
mainly to a fraction of the Egyptological contributions, while the Coptological ones are indeed quite 
convincing. The critical examples have already been remarked on above, during the discussion of 
individual contributions. Therefore, the book can be recommended only with hesitation.  
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